Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Nov-10

Started the day with another workout  Danielle and Nick came along for
this one.

I’m doing push ups, Danielle and Nick are apparently
doing ‘Stretch ups, which they swear is a real exercise…

I’m glad there aren’t too many people around to laugh
at-I mean with!-us in the morning :D

It was pretty ruckus, OH! *and*! As much as I’ve been seriously trying to
resist the urge to send any links, this song keeps playing in the gym, and it’s
*so* hard to work out while the video is running through my head! Now it
shall run through yours as well! Muahahahaha :D
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyx6JDQCslE&feature=relmfu
Just try to erase that from your mind!!
Warning! If you’re feeling short on sense of humor, don’t watch it, and if
you’re at work… Well, don’t not watch it… Just kind of point your monitor
away from the door  (and cover your eyes)….. Wow, I just watched it
again, it’s…. something else 

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

To make up for sending a link, I
hereby promise to watch (in its
entirety!) whatever youtube video any
of you choose to send back 
We had a good workout and then
headed for some relaxation in the hot
tub  We had a blast trying to take
pictures of each other, and talking
about how creepy it may possibly be
to take your camera to the gym/pool
and take random pictures :p

Hint – cutting someone’s body in half with the surface of the water doesn’t do them *any* favors
Additional Hint – Using ‘speed shutter’ mode to ‘capture the moment’ as the surface of the water ripples will both
A-work, and B-lead to days where you turn in 850MB(ish) of photos that you are too tired to sort through…

Nick made a ‘rumple crane’, and Danielle turned
in another ‘ok’ crane. For the missing part of the
story, these are the wrappers from the breakfast
burritos at the gym café.

Oh! That reminds me! I wished two
marines a happy birthday!
Sadly
neither one got a hug  The first one
was some guy with a marine tattoo in
the shower (a hug might have gotten
me beat up..), and the second was the
truck driver who dropped off the gear
for the ship today. He…. Just didn’t
look like the cuddly type :p, but both
got happy birthdays! Speaking of

which, by the time you (unless you are Jessica apparently) read this it will be
Veterans Day. I know that some of you may be (like me) working, but try to
take a minute around eleven to just stop and say thanks, and say thanks (or
go farther and strike up a full
conversation)
with
any
service
member
you
know/meet. I’ll be doing it
too, they usually have good
stories, and are universally
darn interesting people.
So yeah, drove over to the
ship, through da fog.
The Fog’s Gonna Get Me!!!!

And got there just in time
to meet the trucker with
the containers of
equipment for the next
cruise (leaves Tuesday at
1000).

Hint – When a cash strapped state agency decides that
even they don’t want something… You might not either…
The radio actually jumps out of the dash a bit when you
release the air brakes :p I dig the AC though.

Am I the only one who thinks I should
be looking at what’s happening instead
of the camera in this shot?

We’ve got a kind of space
restricted setup, the full size
truck unloads the containers in
our yard, then we drive them
down onto the dock in the
fancy smaller truck (we got the
truck from state surplus just
for this task).

Once again though, variety at work is what I love about the job. After
getting the containers down on the dock and hooking up the science team
with the equipment that they needed to set up their gear I spent a bit setting
up a new electronic logging system that we are planning to use on the
vessel/on shore.

Additional Job Benefit – Standing at work is
the equivalent health bonus of not smoking
or being overweight. It also makes things a
*lot* funnier when you fall asleep at your
desk :p

Then I headed back out to help crane
some science gear on.

What am I looking at? Is this my heroic
ship-loading pose? I guess so….

So, fyi, this is another (a word which
resembles the alot, but has been
adopted into the engrish ranguage due
to gratuitous mis-overuse, poor lonely
alot, will he never find a caring home?)
I digress, an other OBS cruise. You

might notice that (as I remember from my childhood) some of these things
are not like the others. The deal is that for this one (admittedly huge)
project, the ‘pie’ went to three institutions, one of whom decided to raid the
pantry of old units and make completely different new units, so this will be
type 3 and 4 for OBS’ that we have deployed this year.

Type 3 and type our OBS’, also a striking reminder that I could have been a game show model 

Quite a few large science missions get spread out this way, with multiple
institutions flying at the project all arms and legs, all with different ideas
about how to get the project done. Honestly though some days I really think
this might be a good system, as counterintuitive as that might sound.
Admittedly they manage to handily avoid anything resembling production
efficiency, but all the different answers seem to have interestingly different
strengths and weaknesses, with all sorts of different implications for the data.
Some of the units we have put out
have hydrophones that aren’t as
shielded as others, so they have
more noise in the signal, then again,
some groups process that ‘noise’ to
track whales.
That being said, some of them go a
bit long on their equipment. We’re
leaving a full month late (and sailing
over thanksgiving) because the one
machine shop that these guys were
Precision inaction….
somehow locked into using got

backed up on their parts. Parts like this pickup bail. It just has to be a loop
on top of the OBS, and it is a nicely (probably tig) welded conglomeration of
6 parts, with a total of at least 5 machining operations (not including the
weld) (My roommate is an industrial engineer, his focus is workplace
efficiency and it rubs off). Now; it does:
-look nice
-probably (hopefully someone ran the numbers) work well
-hopefully didn’t take toooo long to make, dot, dot, dot

And the award for most nearly-unrelated-to-the-shot caption ever goes to!!!!! The one on the
picture whereafter I discovered that it takes about 22 minutes to turn around and come back
from the place on the drive home where I remember that I left the camera on a crate where I
was taking a picture of myself and get back to the same spot. Also possibly a contender for
longest caption ever…

But… welll….. I dunno, if I was going to be a month late, I might have just
tied a loop of rope on top of the unit….. Anyhow :p I got them all set up in
our shop putting the final touches on their gear and went to head home.

Oh! Funny story! The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) moved into a newly constructed facility next door just this last
summer, so here’s a picture of the NOAA west coast fleet (including both
vessels responsible for mapping *all* of the shore/waters on the west coast)
all tied up to a dock that *doesn’t* appear on the most recent NOAA Chart,
aw, nuts, I just looked it
up and they’ve (finally)
gotten it in. I suppose
the dock has only been
complete for half a year
or so, but still, it was
funny
seeing
the
NOAA ship icons tied
up to water on our
electronic chart plotter,
oh well, I’m still putting
Wooot! New NOAA Dock! We have a joint training
it in 
session with them soon, and they’ve got some *Cool* as
heck boats/equipment.

I took the above picture from a spot on the bridge just off the edge of this map,
and facing almost exactly the head of the red arrow.

After that I stopped in to the solar vehicle team electronics meeting and
headed home  It was another great day, I hope everyone out there had a
great day as well!

Kathy says “Doesn’t everyone wear rubber
gloves around the building?”

Penny Explains to the electronics team why
they are going to want to have MOV’s and
subsystem fuses on their circuit boards “no,
look at the drawing” she says 

Have a great day everyone!!
Dave
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

